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QUESTION 1

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each Question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

A company with multiple legal entities implements Dynamics 365 Finance. 

You need to recommend options to ensure that you can provide customized financial reporting across the legal entities. 

Solution: Create separate departments to manage functional areas. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A company plans to implement Dynamics 365 Finance. 

The company\\'s current system contains sales tax-related data. 

You need to design a solution that sequences the transfer of sales tax codes and sales tax groups. What should you
do? 

A. Design a data migration scenario. 

B. Write customization requirements. 

C. Analyze data integration points. 

D. Design user acceptance testing processes. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A company uses Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management and has two legal entities that distribute the same items.
One of the legal entities uses advanced warehouse management. 

New items that are created must meet the business needs of both companies and allow for consolidated analytics. 
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You need to recommend a master data management strategy to standardize the item master and meet the business
requirements. 

What should you recommend? 

A. Create the product record and release to each company where setup variations are completed. 

B. Use Common Data Management to create the item templates for both legal entities. 

C. Create an item in each company with different item numbers. 

D. Use an advanced warehouse setup for the product and release to both companies. 

E. Create an item in each company with the same item number. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A company is implementing Dynamics 365 Finance. The company plans to use Business process modeler (BPM) tool to
align their business processes with industry-standard processes. 

You need to help the company get started using BPM. 

Which prerequisite should the company install? 

A. Business events catalog 

B. Asset library 

C. American Productivity and Quality Center (APQC) membership 

D. Azure DevOps project 

Correct Answer: D 

Business process modeler (BPM) in Lifecycle Services (LCS), prerequisites To effectively use BPM, you must have
Microsoft Office 2010 and a Microsoft Azure DevOps project. Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/lifecycle-services/bpm-overview 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to select the code package for the loyalty program. Which package should you recommend? 

A. Platform update package 

B. AOT deployable package 

C. Application and Platform Binary update package 

D. Data package 

Correct Answer: B 
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AOT deployable package - A deployable package that is generated from application metadata and source code. This
deployable package is created in a development or build environment. 

Note: Margie\\'s Travel offers consumers a loyalty program. Consumers can earn points per dollar spent across all in
countries in which Margie\\'s operates. The loyalty program is currently managed by using a spreadsheet. 

The infrastructure team must move the code for the loyalty program to test environment. 

Margie\\'s Travel learns that the loyalty program across multiple countries is not a standard industry process and is not a
standard feature in Dynamics 365 Finance. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/devitpro/deployment/apply-deployable-package-
system 
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